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The whole topic about dreams has 

always fascinated me and I had so 

many questions about dreams that 

I wanted to find out myself 

through research. Also I thought 

that researching dreams would 

give me a chance to understand 

how they work and why they 

happen.

Why did I choose this topic?



When you are dreaming you have no control over what 

is happening. Dreams occur during REM( rapid eye 

movement).  REM is when your eyes are moving 

constantly, specialists say this is how we see while we 

are dreaming. When you are asleep, your brain is 

constantly active.  Dreaming keeps your brain alert 

and healthy and they release stress, so dreaming is a 

required routine for our bodies. 



Nightmares will usually occur if you 

have recently experienced something in your 

life that has scared or bothered you. Yet, 

nightmares have other causes, like if you are 

sick or have an illness or a fever or after you 

have drunken a lot of alcohol. A night terror 

is more extreme and realistic than a 

nightmare. During night terrors you will have 

extremely rapid heartbeat and feel extreme 

pressure in your chest.



Facts:



White: hope, truth, snow, and weddings

Yellow: peace, happiness, distrust, flowers, and 
sunshine

Orange: power, and assertiveness

Red:  passion, love, anger, violence, and blood

Blue: sadness, spirituality, water, and sky

Green: envy, health, money, grass, and nature

Black: fear, loneliness,  uncertainty, evil, and 
night



1.anger                                      20.flying                                         39.walking,running&jogging

2.arguments                             21.food 40. water
3.bats        22.giving a speech
4.being chased 23.injuries
5.birds 24.lawyers,judges,&law officials
6.birth 25.loosing a body part
7.buildings 26.marriage
8.calculations 27.mazes
9.cars 28.mirrors
10.cliffs&mountains 29.music
11.clothing 30.natural disasters
12.colors 31.paralysis
13.deaf or blindness 32.pets
14.death 33.playing on a team
15.falling 34.punishments
16.fences&boundaries 35.referees&umpires 
17.figure skating&dancing 36.taking a test
18.fire 37.telephones
19.Flowers                                 38.trees



THE

END !


